Abstract: Gibbs random eld (GRF) models and co-occurrence statistics are typically considered as separate but useful tools for texture discrimination. In this paper we show an explicit relationship between co-occurrences and a large class of GRF's. This result comes from a new framework based on a set-theoretic concept called the \aura set" and on measures of this set, \aura measures". This framework is also shown to be useful for relating di erent texture analysis tools: We show how the aura set can be constructed with morphological dilation, how its measure yields co-occurrences, and how it can be applied to characterizing the behavior of the Gibbs model for texture. In particular, we show how the aura measure generalizes, to any number of gray levels and neighborhood order, some properties previously known for just the binary, nearest-neighbor GRF. Finally, we illustrate how these properties can guide one's intuition about the types of GRF patterns which are most likely to form.
Introduction
Almost all image processing and computer vision algorithms assume an underlying model, either explicitly or implicitly. Typically, when a Gibbs random eld (GRF) is used for image restoration, segmentation, motion analysis, or texture modeling, it is used explicitly. Less well studied are the underlying models when using co-occurrence statistics or other \analysis" tools for texture discrimination. In these cases, it is not apparent what the underlying \implicit" model is. However, it should be clear that if the implicit model does not admit co-occurrences as su cient statistics, then the ability of co-occurrence based features to distinguish the analyzed textures will eventually fail.
Whether an image model is implicit or explicit, it is important to be able to evaluate the model's inherent advantages and limitations. Although theoretical in its tools, this type of investigation is practical in its implications, for it allows to predict the performance of pattern analysis algorithms beyond the typically small set of standard test data. In this paper, we describe such an investigation for the class of GRF models rst introduced by Besag 1] , and subsequently used in 2, 3] for texture analysis and synthesis. Our investigation is far from complete, but the approach that we use will illustrate how the capabilities of a given model can be analyzed irrespective of the application domain. Thus, the results that we have obtained should aid all applications of this class of GRF's.
While studying the behavior of the GRF, we developed an intermediate representation which facilitated many of our results. The new representation is based on set theory and leads to an intuitive analogy between gray levels coloring the pixels of a texture and uids mixing and separating in a multicomponent solution. The primary tools of this new representation, the \aura set" and \aura measure", are de ned in Section 2. The name \aura" comes from the \surrounding" shape of the set it describes.
A bit of justi cation is called for when one claims to introduce yet another new set of tools. As will be shown, these tools are not really \new" in the sense of being independent of known techniques. Rather, they are new in their sense of application, namely, to establish relationships between morphology, cooccurrences, and Gibbs random elds. Nor should one expect that they would automatically be suitable for unifying a larger set of texture analysis methods. Building a foundation within which the twenty or so existing texture tools can be evaluated is one of our long-term goals, but the results reported here are at best a small component.
The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows. First, we develop the set-theoretic framework which includes the \aura set" and \aura measure", and establish its construction from morphology. Second, we relate the aura measure to gray-level co-occurrences, a tool well known in texture discrimination. Third, we apply the new tools to the Gibbs random eld model. The Gibbs energy is rewritten as a linear combination of the aura measures, and hence of co-occurrences. Fourth, we use the aura measures to draw an analogy between gray levels and uids. We make this analogy to provide the reader with some intuition into what kinds of patterns the model is likely to form. Finally, we describe how the relations among the aura measures change as the Gibbs energy is minimized, and the implications this has for pattern formation, especially in the context of maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation.
Morphology and Auras

Notation, De nitions, and Properties
We consider a nite lattice S with a neighborhood structure N = fN s ; s 2 Sg, where every N s is a subset of the lattice S. The number of elements of a subset A S will be denoted by jAj. The following de nition is basic to the new framework.
De nition 1 Let A; B be two subsets S. Then the aura of A with respect to B for the neighborhood structure fN s ; s 2 Sg is a subset of S de ned by s2A (N s \ B): (1) The aura of a set A with respect to a set B will be denoted by O B (A; N): (2) The aura of a set with respect to itself will be called the self-aura.
It is very important to note that the aura depends on the neighborhood structure chosen for the lattice. All the results derived in this paper are valid for any choice of the N s 's, including \non-nearest neighbors". In all the derivations, the structure N is assumed to be given once and for all. Thus, we choose to omit the notational dependency on N from (2) and use for the aura the simpli ed notation O B (A).
Note that in principle the neighborhood can be site-dependent. (This is often the assumption when dealing with boundary conditions in images.) However, when the nite lattice is rectangular and has double-boxed sites is the aura of the set of all 0's with respect to the set of all 1's. Notice the \aura-like" shape from which the set takes its name.
the periodic boundary conditions, where the top is connected to the bottom, and the left to the right, then the N s 's will be assumed to be the translates of a basic neighborhood, denoted N. We name N a structuring element, after the terminology of mathematical morphology. In this case, the number of elements of each neighborhood, jN s j, is constant and equal to jNj. When boundary conditions other than periodic are made, then care should be taken in the de nition of the neighborhoods of the sites that lie on the lattice boundaries. In particular, the size of the neighborhood will vary along the boundaries and will di er from the size of the inner site neighborhoods.
Example 2 An example of an aura is shown in Figure 1 . In (a) is shown a binary 5 5 lattice, S. Let A = fa j a 2 S; a = 0g and B = fb j b 2 S; b = 1g. Let Several theoretical properties of the aura set are listed in Appendix A.
Mathematical Morphology Formulation of Aura
Mathematical morphology has been applied to a rapidly expanding variety of image processing tasks including nonlinear ltering, pattern analysis, and fractal dimension estimation 4]. In this section we show how the aura set can be constructed using a simple morphological operation. For A; B S, we consider only the case A \ B = ;. This is true in image processing when the site values correspond to image gray levels.
Following the notation of 4], we give the following de nition from mathematical morphology:
De nition 3 Let 
We say A b is the translate of the set A by the vector b. Note that A B = B A. IfB represents the set B after planar rotation by 180 , then A B = fz j (B + z) \A 6 = ;g, i.e., the set of points where translatedB's intersect A. 
where N is the structuring element of which the neighborhoods N a are the translates. Thus we have that the aura of A with respect to B on a lattice with neighborhood structure N is equivalent to the dilation N A followed by intersection with B. Those familiar with mathematical morphology may wish to note that we construct a gray-level aura set using binary dilation. Figure 2 we show an example of forming an aura using dilation. In (a) is shown a 5 5 lattice, S, in which the sites are assigned the values 0; 1; 2; 3; 4; and 5. Let A = fa j a 2 S; a = 0g and B = fb j b 2 S; b = 2g. Let N be the structuring element as shown in (b). The dilation, A N is given in (c). Intersecting this set with B gives the aura with respect to B, O B (A), shown in (d).
Example 4 In
3 The Measure of an Aura
De nitions and Properties
The easiest way for measuring the size of the aura of a set A with respect to a set B is by counting the number of elements, jO B (A)j. Note that we have, from the de nition and known properties of sets, jO B (A)j X s2A jN s \ Bj:
In problems involving image synthesis or processing, it is the right side that appears more frequently.
In particular, we will show that the right side relates to image co-occurrence statistics. It also turns out that the right side is a better measure of how \broken" the boundary of the set A is. For these reasons, the following de nition of the measure of an aura is adopted:
De nition 5 The aura measure, denoted by m(A; B), is de ned by m(A; B) = X s2A jN s \ Bj: (6) Example 6 For the sets in Example 2, m(A; B) = 12, and jO B (A)j = 10.
The properties necessary for the \aura measure" to be a valid set \measure" are listed in Appendix A.
Note that, in general, m(A; B) 6 = m(B; A). However, there is a property that says when the neighborhood structure is symmetric, then there is an equality. First, let us de ne a symmetric neighborhood structure.
De nition 7 A neighborhood structure N = fN s ; s 2 Sg is symmetric if 8s; r 2 S; s 2 N r if and only if r 2 N s :
Example 8 An example of a symmetric neighborhood structure is shown in Figure 1 (b). An example of a non-symmetric neighborhood structure is shown in Figure 2 (b).
Note that causal and semicausal neighborhoods are never symmetric. On the other hand, in applications employing Markov/Gibbs random elds, the neighborhoods are noncausal and must be symmetric. A symmetric neighborhood structure is also called a \neighborhood system" by Geman and Geman 5] . The next proposition, proved in Appendix B, states the equivalence between aura measure symmetry and neighborhood symmetry. 8A; B S: (8) It is important to note that the second condition must be satis ed for any two subsets A and B of S. It is not di cult to construct examples of particular subsets A and B such that (8) is satis ed, but the neighborhood is not symmetric. For instance, two white (A) and black (B) stripes that partition a binary, periodic, square lattice in which every pixel has only one neighbor to its right is such that m(A; B) = m(B; A), but the neighborhood is clearly not symmetric. There are two extreme cases that are worth mentioning. The rst is when every site in the lattice is its only neighbor. In this case, we have N s = fsg, and for any two sets A; B S; m(A; B) = m(B; A) = jA \ Bj. The second extreme case is when the neighborhood of each site is the whole lattice, i.e., 8s 2 S, N s = S. Then for any two subsets A; B S, we have m(A; B) = m(B; A) = jAjjBj.
Aura Measures, Boundary Length, and Graph Theory
When the lattice is equipped with the four nearest neighbor structure, then the aura measure of two sets A and B becomes the boundary length (computed in number of pixels) between A and B. The boundary length property has several useful interpretations. In this section we describe relationships to the Ising model of statistical mechanics, to uid mechanics, and to graph-theoretic concepts.
Measuring the boundary length leads to an intuitive explanation of the behavior of the well-known binary Ising model of statistical mechanics 6]. This model consists of interacting spins on a binary lattice with the four nearest neighbor structure. There are two types of spins, up and down, to whose sites we associate the sets A and B, respectively. The Ising model operates so as to minimize an energy function which is essentially m(A; B). In the case of \spontaneous magnetization", where all spins are oriented the same way, either all up or all down, then the boundary between A and B is minimized by being set to zero. Thus, the lattice becomes full of elements of A or full of elements of B. The opposite case, where m(A; B) is maximized, corresponds to the antiferromagnetic state. This is the checkerboard pattern, where spins alternate and the boundary between A and B is maximized.
The cases of ferromagnetism and antiferromagnetism in the Ising model are also analogous to the separation and mixing of two uids 7] . In aura notation, the miscibility of two uids is represented by m(A; B) 1 . For immiscible uids m(A; B) is minimized; for miscible, m(A; B) is maximized. When m(A; B) is normalized over some unit area (or more typically for uids, unit volume), it gives a measure of the interfacial energy driving the separation of the two phases A and B 8]. Since the aura measure is valid on a general lattice with any number of uids A i ; i = 0; 1; : : :; n ? 1, and any neighborhood structure, it generalizes both the boundary length and miscibility concepts.
Aura measures can similarly be related to the edge boundaries of graph theory. Any lattice S equipped with a symmetric neighborhood structure fN s ; s 2 Sg can be considered an undirected graph G(V; E) where V , the set of vertices, is identical to the set of lattice sites, S, and the set of edges, E, is given by the set of the lattice links that connect the lattice sites to their neighbors, according to the neighborhood structure de ned on the lattice. The degree of each vertex, i.e., the number of times this vertex is used as an endpoint for the graph edges, is equal to its neighborhood size. When the neighborhood size is independent of the site, all the graph vertices have the same degree.
Continuing the analogy, let A be a subset of graph vertices. Then the set of the graph edges linking the vertices of A to the vertices of A c , the complementary set of A, is called the edge boundary of A 9]. The number of these edges can be considered a measure of the edge boundary length. This number is also identical to m(A; A c ), the aura measure of the subset A with respect to its complementary set A c . If B is another subset of vertices disjoint from A, i.e., B A c , then m(A; B) can be considered as the length of that part of the edge boundary of A that is shared with the subset B. The aura measure is therefore a slight but useful generalization of the concept of an edge boundary in a graph. Indeed, the optimization problems used in texture synthesis can be interpreted as generalized isoperimetric problems 9] de ned on the graph underlying the image lattice, as we will see in Appendix G.
Computing invariants is an important goal of pattern recognition. This interpretation of the aura measure in terms of edge boundary allows us to conclude that the aura measure is invariant under all graph isomorphisms 10] applied to the graph de ned by the lattice and the neighborhood structure. Notice that these isomorphisms include not only lattice rotations but also all lattice \distortions" that keep invariant the neighborhood structure.
Aura Measures and Exchange Operations
Many algorithms in combinatorial and graph optimization are based on an operation in which an element of a given set is exchanged with an element from another set. For example, 1-D algorithms such as Quicksort exchange elements to order a list. In 2-D, Monte Carlo algorithms such as the classical Metropolis method attempt to exchange values between pairs of sites in an e ort to minimize the energy of the system. Such methods are nding increasing use in image processing, especially through the use of simulating annealing 11]. The e ect of exchange operations on the measures of aura sets is derived in Appendix F.
Please note: For the rest of the paper, we will assume that the nite lattice is rectangular with periodic boundary conditions. The neighborhoods of the lattice are assumed to be the translates of a structuring element N. These are standard assumptions in the literature, which serve to simplify neighborhood 1 For two uids, one would expect the boundary between them would not depend on the side from which it was measured { hence one could intuitively expect m(A;B) = m(B; A). notation without a ecting any of the main results of this paper.
Aura Measures on Subneighborhoods
Most natural textures contain anisotropy. When modeling such patterns, e.g., with the anisotropic Markov models considered in Section 5, it is desirable to de ne a function that varies within a neighborhood. This function will be constant on a given subneighborhood 
It can be readily seen using the above de nition that
The aura measure of the k-th subneighborhood will simply be m k (A; B) = 
In the next section, we will see how the above equation allows us to relate aura measures for gray-level sets to co-occurrences. 4 Aura Measures and Co-Occurrences
The Aura Matrix of a Partition
We now introduce a useful tool for pattern processing applications, the aura matrix. The aura matrix is a representation of the aura measures for all the sets of interest on the lattice. Here we de ne it for sets which partition the lattice, as is the case for gray-level sets in images:
De nition 10 Let fS i ; 0 i n?1g be a partition of S, i.e., S i S; i = 0; 1; : : :; n?1, S n?1 i=0 S i = S and S i \ S j = ; unless i = j. Then the aura matrix, A, is the n n integer matrix de ned by A = a ij ] where a ij = m(S i ; S j ); 0 i; j n ? 1.
The proof of the following proposition is given in Appendix C. If we did not assume periodic boundary conditions, then the right-hand sides would become upper bounds on the left-hand sides in (a)-(c). In Section 5, these properties are used for de ning constraints on aura measures in images.
Example 12 Consider a checkerboard arrangement on the lattice, where sites alternate between 0 (black) and 1 (white). Assume a four nearest neighbor structure, and let S 0 be the subset of sites colored black and S 1 be the subset colored white. Then the aura matrix is A = 2jSj 0 1 1 0 ! : (14) Note that all entries in A are always positive, but A is not necessarily positive semi-de nite, e.g., (1; ?1)A(1;?1) T = ?2. This contrasts with a correlation matrix, which is positive semi-de nite.
Assume now that to each site s of the lattice S, there is assigned an integer x s 2 = f0; 1; : : :; n? 1g which represents the gray-level value of a pixel at site s. The gray level sets of the lattice are de ned as follows: S g = fs 2 Sjx s = gg; 8g 2 : (15) It is clear that the gray-level subsets S g ; g 2 , constitute a partition of S. To simplify notation, we denote the aura measure of the gray-level set S g with respect to the gray-level set S g 0 by m(g; g 0 ), instead of the more cumbersome m(S g ; S g 0 ). These measures also de ne an aura matrix A = a gg 0 ] = m(g; g 0 )].
For images of uniformly distributed pseudorandom noise, using a variety of symmetric neighborhood structures, we have observed for g; g 0 = 0; 1; : : :; n ? 1, that a gg 0 is constant. This is consistent with a uniform probability distribution for the noise and indicates perfect mixing (in the uids analogy) between gray levels. The following sections explore the connections of the gray-level aura matrix with both the co-occurrence matrix and the covariance matrix. Moreover a probabilistic interpretation of the aura matrix will be given.
Relationship of Aura Matrix to Co-occurrence Matrix
The signi cance of pairwise gray-level information for visual texture discrimination was advocated in 1962 by Julesz 12] . Since then, co-occurrence matrices and features derived from them have become a very popular tool for a variety of practical texture analysis problems 13, 14].
De nition 13 Let Note that when N s = fs + dg then c gg 0 (d) = m(g; g 0 ) and C(d) = A. It follows that when the site neighborhood consists of one element, the aura matrix and the co-occurrence matrix are identical. In general, the aura matrix is equivalent to a sum of co-occurrence matrices, taken over the displacements contained in the neighborhood structuring element. Indeed, if we make the neighborhood obtained from a displacement along the vector d k identical to the N k subneighborhood of N, then we have c gg 0 (d k ) = m k (g; g 0 ). Using Equation (13), we can write
Co-occurrence displacements are often de ned in terms of angle and distance, instead of vectors, thus giving a symmetric co-occurrence matrix. This is equivalent to an aura matrix with the corresponding two-neighbor symmetric N s . In 15] co-occurrences were generalized to provide statistics of features instead of just gray levels. The same can be easily done with the aura matrix, providing \mixing" and \clumping" measures for any pattern feature.
In all these cases, the aura matrix generalizes the pairwise co-occurrence matrix by allowing the counts to occur over any geometry. Thus, it gives us a cohesive and notationally appealing framework for forming combined co-occurrence matrices similar to the ones considered in Rosenfeld and Kak 16] . Combining co-occurrences is important for reducing the large number of features contained in the matrices. Rosenfeld and Kak also found that the combination of co-occurrences along more than one displacement vector were better for texture discrimination when texture directionality was not important. A more recent work with similar implications is 17] where the texture descriptors are made from a combination of pairwise co-occurrences, which is equivalent to an aura matrix with the eight nearest neighbors structure. Why have researchers found it better to combine the co-occurrence statistics over what is actually a Gibbs/Markov neighborhood? We suggest that the answer to this resides in the relationship between co-occurrences and aura measures on the one hand, and between aura measures and the Gibbs probability distribution on the other. This latter relationship will be explicitly made in Section 5.
Relationship of Aura Matrix to Covariance Matrix
The aura measures and co-occurrences have a special relation to the auto-correlation even though they are di erent. For one thing, the aura and co-occurrence matrices have a dimensionality determined by the number of gray levels, while the auto-correlation matrix dimensionality is given by the image size. Moreover aura and co-occurrence matrices need not be positive semide nite like auto-correlation matrices. In tests by Conners and Harlow comparing discrimination abilities of texture analysis tools 18], the co-occurrences performed much better than the power spectrum, which is the Fourier transform of the auto-correlation. Conners and Harlow concluded that the co-occurrences contain more \textural information" than the correlations.
The relationship between co-occurrences and correlation is not new, but is shown here in our notation for demonstrating the general application of the aura notation. To compute the autocorrelation at a given lag, d, we form the sum of products, X s2S x s x s+d :
This can be equivalently written as 
Thus the correlation at a particular lag, d, is the weighted sum of co-occurrences at the displacement d.
Similarly, we can de ne the neighborhood-based correlation for a given neighborhood structure as X s2S X r2Ns
x s x r :
Then following the same steps as for the co-occurrence case, we can show that 
is also a weighted sum of aura measures. This sum will show up again in Section 5.
In the next section we will give another interpretation of aura matrices linking them to neighborhoodbased gray-level transition probabilities.
The Normalized Aura Matrix { Probabilistic Interpretation
Like the co-occurrence matrix, the aura matrix is easily converted to a stochastic matrix. In this section we consider its probabilistic interpretation.
We assume in this section that N s is symmetric, jN s j = , and that jS g j = jSj=n = , g = 0; : : :; n? 1. This is the uniform histogram case, which is the maximum entropy prior when no information is known about the initial distribution. We de ne the normalized aura matrix, M, by M = 1 A; (20) and refer to it as the miscibility matrix. The miscibility matrix M satis es Proposition 11 with the additional property that the rows and columns of M now sum to 1. Therefore M is doubly stochastic. The elements of M, called the miscibility measures, m(g; g 0 ) = m(g; g 0 )= , can be given a probabilistic interpretation. Indeed, as in the transition matrix of a Markov chain, the coe cient m(g; g 0 ) can be interpreted as the conditional probability p gg 0 that a given site of color g 0 has in its neighborhood a site of color g. Note that these conditional probabilities depend on the neighborhood geometry and size. They can be interpreted as neighborhood-based gray-level transition probabilities. They di er from the probabilities de ned in 16] in that they do not depend on the image scan direction. With this probabilistic interpretation, we can write the correlation, covariance, and correlation coe cients of the lattice site values.
We let g, g 0 , and g 00 be three gray-level values. The gray-level correlation is given by R( ) = X 0 g;g 0 n? 1 gg 0 p gg 0 p g 0 ; (21) where p g 0 is the probability of a given pixel to have the gray-level value g 0 . Since we have assumed the histogram uniform this probability is equal to 1 n . Therefore the correlation can be written Knowing the variance and the covariance, we can compute the gray-level correlation coe cient by ( ) = C( ) 2 : Note that R( ), C( ), and ( ) depend on the neighborhood geometry and size. The neighborhood size was used as an argument for these quantities to emphasize this dependence.
A natural question to ask is how do the statistical quantities de ned in the previous paragraph vary as we change the neighborhood structure from fN s ; s 2 Sg to fN 0 s ; s 2 Sg, such that N s N 0 s ; 8s 2 S?
Under a rather mild assumption on the new neighborhood structure, we can obtain a closed form relationship between R( ) and R( 0 ), C( ) and C( 0 ), and ( ) and ( 0 ), where 0 = jN 0 s j. Let 
The rst probability in the above equation is simply p gg 0 , whereas the second will be shown to depend in a simple manner on the matrix M of the old neighborhood structure. To accomplish this, let us assume that the neighborhood N 0 s is larger than N s but not much larger. Formally we will assume that 8r 2 (N 0 s ? N s ); N r \ N s 6 = ;: (25) Note that using mathematical morphology, this assumption can be equivalently stated:
Let q be an element of this nonempty intersection, and let x q = g 00 be its gray-level value. Note that x q can take any value between 0 and n?1, and that r 2 N q , since the neighborhood structure is symmetric. Therefore the second probability in the p 0 gg 0 equation can be written as
Pr(9r 2 N q ; x r = gj9q 2 N s ; x q = g 00 ) Pr(9q 2 N s ; x q = g 00 j9s 2 S; x s = g 0 ):
From the de nition of the coe cients of the matrix M, we can see that the above summation is exactly n?1 X g 00 =0 p gg 00 p g 00 g 0 ; (27) which is nothing but the (g; g 0 ) coe cient of the matrix M 2 . The previous calculation can be summarized compactly in the following equation
which says that under assumption (25) the miscibility matrix of the new neighborhood structure is a convex combination of the miscibility matrix of the old neighborhood structure and its square. Knowing the matrix M 0 , we can compute the statistical quantities described earlier. In particular, we have for the correlation coe cient
which is also a convex combination of the \short range" correlation coe cient ( ) and the \long-range" correlation coe cient 2 ( ) that results from the transition matrix M 2 . One possible application of (28) is to the study of the multiscale behavior of the gray-level transition probabilities.
5 Application to Gibbs Texture Modeling
Background and motivation
Causal 1-D Markov models have a long history of usefulness for many image processing applications. Since the establishment of the equivalence between Markov and Gibbs random elds there has been renewed emphasis on their noncausal 2-D versions. In particular, the GRF's have been explored for the representation of natural texture patterns 19, 3, 20, 21, 22] . The assumption that the GRF can model image textures has also been used to justify GRF models in image compression, classi cation, restoration, and segmentation 23, 5, 24, 25] .
In the last two applications, GRF models t naturally within the Bayesian paradigm of MAP estimation, where the objective is to nd an estimatex of the original image x that solves the maximization problem, max x P(xjy) = max x P(yjx)P(x) P(y) :
In the above formula, y is the corrupted image, P(x) and P(y) are the probability distributions of the original and corrupted images, respectively, while P(xjy) is the conditional probability distribution of the original image given the data. Note that while P(y) is irrelevant to the above maximization problem, the a priori assumption on the original image as given by the distribution P(x) is essential.
Note also that when the corrupted image is too noisy, the dependence of y on the original image x is weak, so that one can write P(yjx) P(y);
and the MAP estimation becomes a maximization of the a priori probability distribution of the original image. Beside being one of the main motivations behind this paper, this fact also motivates our consideration of the minimum-energy con gurations of the Gibbs distribution as will be explained in Section 5.2. Another important motivation is that of texture synthesis. When textures are modeled explicitly using GRF models, a textural pattern is synthesized by using statistical sampling from the distribution P(x). Using the neighborhood-based framework developed in the previous sections, we will show how we can relate the sampled texture patterns to physical ideas such as mixing, separation, and boundary optimization in multiphase uids.
The GRF Approach to Texture Synthesis
The basic methodology for GRF texture synthesis is the following. Let x be the vector (x s ; 1 
where the V s 's are the single-site potentials and the V sr 's are the two-site potentials 2 . In the physics literature the single-site potentials are called the external eld while the two-site potentials de ne the interaction of the so-called internal eld. At this stage we would like to make the following two remarks:
(1) Equation (29) is not the most general expression for the Gibbs energy. Interactions in which more than two sites are involved can also be considered. In this paper, we restrict ourselves to models having only two site interactions, precisely because they are the ones compatible with co-occurrence statistics. In fact, the co-occurrences are su cient statistics for these models. We refer to the work of 26] for the case of textures with higher-order interaction models. (2) The external eld in (29) can be used to represent input data such as the noisy image in the smoothing and segmentation problem. The relative importance of the potentials associated with the external and internal eld re ects, in this case, our con dence in the sensors and the prior model. As was mentioned in the previous section, our results are particularly relevant in the case when the sensors are very noisy.
To the Gibbs energy, thus de ned, we can assign a random eld whose probability distribution is given by
where T is the \temperature" of the eld and Z is a positive normalizing constant, also known in the physics literature as a partition function. It is not di cult to prove that the above joint probability distribution de nes a Markov random eld with respect to the neighborhood structure fN s ; s 2 Sg 5].
A textural pattern is obtained by sampling the above probability distribution. Note that the most probable patterns are those that globally minimize the Gibbs energy. To obtain these minimum-energy, or \ground state" 3 patterns, we use a Monte Carlo algorithm with simulated annealing, in which the temperature is cooled down according to a schedule slow enough to maintain equilibrium. It is important to remember that the consideration of these patterns is justi ed by the fact that in MAP estimation, it is imperative to understand the contribution of the prior distribution to the structure of the MAP estimate.
In 3], Cross and Jain observed that sampling textures directly from the Gibbs distribution (30) often produces patterns in which one color predominates. To remedy this situation, they proposed that a uniform histogram constraint be imposed on the sampled patterns and that the Metropolis exchange algorithm be used to sample them. The uniform histogram assumption guarantees that all gray levels will be present in the sampled textures. The exchange algorithm operates on an initial random image by moving around pixels in the image to form the texture pattern. In this manner, the histogram of the initial state is preserved throughout the synthesis process. In this paper, we adopt both the uniform histogram assumption and the Metropolis exchange algorithm to sample patterns. An important consequence of imposing the global histogram constraint is that the Gibbs distribution (30) no longer induces a local Markov random eld structure with respect to the neighborhood system for which the clique potentials were de ned. This fact has often been overlooked in the literature. 2 Vsr here is de ned to be equal to one half times the potential of the two-site clique, fs,rg, of statistical mechanics. 3 Another expression is \equilibrium state at T = 0."
Let us now describe in more detail the sampling algorithm. We start by randomly picking up two sites of di erent pixel values. The Gibbs energy is computed for the lattice in its current state, E 1 , and again in the state with the gray levels at the two sites exchanged, E 2 . If we let E = E 2 ? E 1 be the energy change, then the sites are exchanged with probability min(1; exp(? E=T)). This update probability implicitly forms a ratio of the probabilities of the sites after and before the exchange. This ratio eliminates the need for computing the partition function Z and has the notable side e ect of canceling out all terms that appear as constants in the Gibbs energy function. In this paper, as in 3, 22], we assume a constant external eld in (29), i.e., the V s 's are independent of the site location s, so that these will cancel in the ratio. Thus, we omit these terms from the Gibbs energy.
When the temperature is nonzero, any pattern in the con guration space has a nonzero probability to be sampled. However, it is important to note that the probabilistic update rule in Metropolis sampling tends to produce lower energy states which are also the most likely states.
Monte Carlo texture synthesis methods produce many di erent looking states on the way to the ground state. Many of these states look like natural textures. One of the shortcomings of the GRF approach to date is that it has been di cult to predict the evolution of the texture patterns during the equilibrating process. With the aura formulation, we can now better characterize this evolution { both intuitively and numerically.
The aura formulation reinterprets the energy function as an interaction between physical miscibilities. With this intuitive interpretation, one can ask questions such as \are colors A and B maximally separated yet?" The answers to these questions characterize the pattern's progress toward its ground state. Thus, the aura measure is a tool for predicting the appearance and arrival of ground states. This reformulation is now shown. Some examples of its usage will be shown in Section 6.
New Linear Formulation in Terms of Aura Measures
In this section we show how the GRF can be reformulated using aura measures. The aura allows GRF's to be linked in a straightforward way to both morphological dilation, see Section 2, and to co-occurrence statistics, see Section 4. Most importantly, the new linear aura formulation allows us to better characterize the patterns produced by the GRF. The reader will notice that we pose and analyze our problem in terms of energy minimization. This is for two main reasons. The rst is that we are interested in the e ect that the prior distribution has during MAP optimization, and the second is that the Metropolis sampling procedure itself tends to favor patterns of low energy.
Isotropic Case
The problem of sampling the most likely textures from a GRF with a uniform histogram constraint can be formulated as the following constrained integer nonlinear programming problem: min x2 X s2S X r2Ns V sr (x s ; x r ); (31) subject to jS g j = ; 8g 2 = f0; 1; : : :; n ? 1g; where the functions V sr represent the pairwise interaction potential between a gray-level value x s and each of its neighbors x r ; r 2 N s , and S g is the set of all gray levels having value g. Notice that the constraints of (31) are not independent because the sum of the sizes of the n gray-level sets, n , must equal jSj. It is important to stress that these constraints are implicitly satis ed when an exchange algorithm such as the Metropolis method is used. Thus, in all the texture synthesis examples of this paper where we start with an initial histogram satisfying jS g j = ; 8g 2 , these constraints will also be satis ed by the nal pattern. If a non-exchange method were used, histogram constraints would have to be explicitly incorporated into the optimization. Now, let us consider the case where the image eld is homogeneous and isotropic so that the function V sr is independent of both the location of the site, s, and the orientation of its neighbors, r 2 N s . Under 
subject to jS g j = ; 8g 2 ; where we have used the fact that V (g; g 0 ) = V (g 0 ; g) 5 , and that the neighborhood structure is symmetric, which implies that m(g; g 0 ) = m(g 0 ; g). This form shows that the cost function contains two terms. The rst is a weighted sum of the self-aura measures of the gray-level sets. The higher the self-aura measure, the \more clumped" appears the gray-level set. The second term in the cost function is a weighted sum of the \cross-aura" measures of di erent gray levels { measuring the \mixing" between two di erent sets. Each weight is equal to the potential of the two gray values. One can already see from (34) that when the V (g; g 0 ) are all positive then the measures with large coe cients will be minimized as much as possible. The opposite happens when all the V (g; g 0 ) are negative. When the V (g; g 0 ) are of di erent signs, the linearity allows us to divide it into the positive and negative pieces, optimizing each. The latter case will be elaborated in 5.3.2 where we treat the anisotropic case. In the next paragraph, we give two special forms for the isotropic interaction potentials that have found wide use in the GRF texture synthesis literature.
Special Cases
We have applied the aura framework to two special cases: the autobinomial model and the Potts model. These two models di er drastically when the number of gray levels is greater than 2. However, when it is equal to two, they both reduce to the Ising model of lattice magnetism. 4 The reason for using this expression will be explained further in Section 6. Before introducing these GRF models, two de nitions are needed. The rst is the order of a neighborhood. In Figure 3 (a) the neighborhoods corresponding to GRF's of orders 1-4 are shown. These are the only orders used in this paper, although extension to higher orders is straightforward. In The second special case we consider is the Potts model from statistical mechanics 29]. It was used by Geman and Geman 5] in the context of image restoration and by Derin and Elliott 25] in the context of texture-based image segmentation. In these references the external eld was assumed zero (i.e., no single-site clique potentials). Also, the Gibbs sampler (non-exchange) method was used to generate texture patterns, and no constraint was imposed on the image histogram. The pairwise interaction energy for the Potts model can be written, within a scaling constant that we will assume positive, as Here we have shown that it is a special case of the new aura matrix properties. Thus, we have a new boundary length characterization for any number of gray levels, not just for the binary Ising model.
Anisotropic Case
The objective of this section is to extend the linear formulation to accommodate the important case where the eld is anisotropic. We assume that the neighborhood of each site, N s , can be partitioned into K subneighborhoods, N k s , so that in each subneighborhood the eld behaves isotropically. From Section 3 we have the two equalities, 
It is important at this stage to mention the work of Cross 2] . Cross calculated co-occurrences for the special case of the binary rst-order GRF (i.e., Ising model) on an N N lattice with toroidal boundary, zero external eld, and uniform histogram. Using an approximate analytical expression for the Z partition function that is valid for large lattice sizes, Cross gave analytical expressions for the expected values of the co-occurrences. This allowed him to determine how these expected co-occurrences depend on the parameters of the rst-order GRF model. He also veri ed this dependence using Monte Carlo simulations of an isotropic, rst-order binary GRF model.
Note that there does not exist such an expression for Z in the general gray-level autobinomial model, and hence Cross's results do not extend to more than two gray levels. However, the aura measure formulation of the Gibbs model forms an explicit connection between co-occurrences and the general autobinomial GRF. By writing the Gibbs energy (with the assumed pairwise cliques) as a linear combination of co-occurrences, we have shown that the co-occurrences are a su cient statistic. Thus, the autobinomial Gibbs distribution can be considered an implicit model when co-occurrence based analysis is conducted.
Constraints on Aura Measures
From an optimization point of view, the most interesting fact about expressing the cost function in terms of the aura measures is that it becomes linear as a function of these variables. We can go one step further along the way of transforming the nonlinear integer program into a linear integer program by introducing linear constraints on the aura measures. These linear constraints are of two kinds: equality constraints due to the uniform histogram assumption and inequality constraints imposed by the lattice geometry and boundary conditions.
The rst kind of constraints can be readily obtained from the aura matrix properties given in Proposition 11. Speci cally, the aura measures satisfy n = j j equality constraints given by X g 0 2 m(g; g 0 ) = jS g jjNj; 8g 2 :
The inequality constraints are more di cult to obtain because they strongly depend on the particular texture synthesis problem we are dealing with.
To give a avor of these inequality constraints, consider again the binary ferromagnetic Ising model Minimizing the cost function means (intuitively) maximizing the \clumpiness" of the white pixels. From the two equality constraints, this implies that m(0; 1) will be minimized, and m(0; 0) consequently maximized. It is clear that the simultaneous presence of both black and white pixels imposes a lower bound on m(0; 1). This lower bound depends on the geometry of the lattice; it is the inequality constraint we need.
For a square periodic lattice with jSj = N 2 , the lower bound on m(0; 1) is 2N and is reached by a con guration in which the black and white pixels form two adjacent stripes. An alternate con guration, where one color forms a circular clump surrounded by the other color, does not give as short of a boundary as does the striped con guration. With equal numbers of black and white, the circular boundary has length approximated by p 2 N, which is greater than 2N. For the binary case with a rectangular M N lattice, the two stripes will be parallel to the smaller of the rectangle dimensions so that the inequality constraint is m(0; 1) 2 min(M; N). Note that this is an example where even with isotropic parameters, the ground state will not be isotropic. This new boundary length formulation of the GRF enables us to intuit many cases where lattice geometry in uences ground state con gurations.
For higher numbers of gray levels, one can follow a similar approach of partitioning the lattice into regions approximating circles and stripes. For the autobinomial model on a square lattice, when self-measures are being maximized, gray levels 0 and n ? 1 will form circles separated by gray levels 1; : : :; n ?2 which form stripes. In some cases, the energy of the \all stripes" con guration is very close to the energy of the \circles and stripes" con guration, so that samples of both types of con gurations are readily formed.
A somewhat inverted analysis holds for the minimum self-miscibility case of the autobinomial energy, where stripes are formed of mixtures of gray levels, and the color that forms a clump (when n is odd) is the middle color, (n ? 1)=2. The reader is referred to Section 6 for examples of autobinomial nearminimum energy patterns on square and non-square lattices.
Simulations
Now we apply the aura measures to the analysis of synthesized GRF texture patterns. This will enable us to characterize what the patterns will look like near their minimum energy states. The simulations here assume a rectangular M N lattice with periodic boundary conditions and the autobinomial GRF energy function described in Section 5.3.1.
The samples have been synthesized by the Metropolis exchange method, with log annealing according to the schedule T = c log(bi=10c + 1) ; where i = 0; 1; : : : is the iteration number. The scale factor in the numerator is typically chosen in the range c 2 (0; 10]. Although its choice is ad hoc (theoretically optimal choices are impractical, see Geman and Geman 5]), its behavior is understood as a rate constant that is proportional to how slow the annealing progresses. One iteration is counted as MN attempted exchanges. An exchange is attempted whenever two randomly picked sites have di erent locations and gray levels. The total number of iterations for the patterns was 10000, with the temperature lowered according to the above schedule every 10 iterations. The initial state for all these simulations was a random noise image with uniform histogram. Because of the exchange operation in the Metropolis algorithm, the histogram is preserved throughout the texture synthesis and the (assumed constant) external eld can be ignored.
Mixing and Separation
For isotropic parameters the behavior of the autobinomial GRF is easily described by its gray-level miscibilities, or \mixing". In Section 4.4 we de ned the miscibility measures to be the aura measures, normalized by the product of the uniform histogram height and neighborhood size. The normalized case is important when the aura matrix is to be analyzed probabilistically. However, the distinction is quantitative, not qualitative. For forming intuition about the GRF synthesis, the \miscibility" and \aura measure" behavior are the same. In Figure 4 are shown four texture samples corresponding to rst-order negative isotropic parameters. All of these have identical parameters; the only di erence is that the number of gray levels in (a)-(d) changes from 2 to 5. These patterns are close enough to their ground states that the minimum energy characteristics are easily seen. The reader is referred to Expression (35) for notation and problem formulation.
In (a) we see the checkerboard being made in an e ort to minimize m(1; 1) (white self-miscibility). The terms m(0; 0) and m(0; 1) are multiplied by zero and can be ignored. Optimization is achieved by moving blacks between all the whites, so that the miscibility of the whites goes to zero. In (b) the sum of m(1; 1), 4m(2; 2), and 4m(1; 2) is minimized. The last two terms have the greatest weight, and can be interpreted as color 2 (white) trying to form a mixture, but not with itself or color 1 (gray). This leaves the con guration of a checkerboard between colors 0 (black) and 2, with color 1 forming a clump o by itself. The behavior of this case and other cases where one color does not mix with any other is perhaps captured in the witticism, \if you're not part of the solution, then you're part of the precipitate." To minimize the term m(1; 1) it would be necessary to have a fourth color to mix with it. This happens in (c). The image in (d) and images made with higher numbers of gray levels have similar explanations, all deriving from intuition about mixing.
For positive isotropic parameters the behavior is described by immiscibility, the separation of the di erent colors (or \ uids"). Figure 5 is identical to that of Figure 4 with the exception of the sign of . In (a) the black and white separate as m (1; 1) were done using a non-exchange method such as the Gibbs Sampler, the optimal pattern would be solid white. The black remains only because of the exchange method which preserves the histogram of the lattice. In (b) the sum of m(1; 1), 4m(2; 2), and 4m(1; 2) is maximized. Gray level 2 forms a clump while maximizing the presence of gray level 1 along its boundary. Gray level 0 is left with no choice but to form a clump. The image in (c) and images made with higher numbers of gray levels have similar explanations which derive from intuition about separation. As mentioned before, for autobinomial elds synthesized with the Metropolis exchange, the result should be the same if all the gray levels of value g are replaced with those of value n ? g ? 1. This gray level symmetry is seen in the miscibility behavior. For example, both black (0) and white (n ? 1) have the same mixing behavior in all the samples shown in this section.
Boundary Maximization and Minimization
The mixing and separation described in the previous section has another interpretation in terms of gray level boundary length. The behavior that was described for the Ising model in Section 5.3.1 is an example of the boundary length optimization for the binary case. The examples in Figure 4 are, however, examples of maximizing gray level boundary length for a general number of gray levels. Similarly, Figure 5 gives examples of minimizing gray level boundary length.
When the lattice geometry is not square, the boundary minimization can manifest itself di erently. As mentioned in Section 5.3.3 there is a geometry-dependent lower bound for the cross-miscibility measures. Of all the con gurations that separate white and black, the one they will choose will be the one with minimum total boundary length. On a 32 64 lattice, this is a left-right separation, (a) (b) Figure 6 : Lattice geometry a ects the equilibrium pattern by constraining the miscibilities between di erent gray levels. In (a), the separation makes a vertical boundary since that dimension is shortest in this 32 64 lattice. Note this pattern is only two exchanges from being at its minimum energy state. Similarly, in (b), the two gray regions try to separate with vertical boundaries.
with boundary length proportional to 2 32. (There are two boundaries since the lattice is periodic). An example of this selection is illustrated in Figure 6 for gray levels 2 and 3. The parameters used to synthesize these patterns are identical to those used in Figure 5 (a) and (b), but the model order has been increased to four. The higher order neighborhood yields the less noisy appearance of these patterns.
Aura Matrices and Isotropic Texture Samples
Boundary length and miscibility are numerically represented in the aura matrices. Aura matrices for the texture samples of Figure 4 (a)-(d) are shown in Figure 7 . Note that the auras were all formed with rst order neighborhoods (jN j = 4), as the texture samples are all rst order GRF's. The aura matrix properties are easily checked for the jSj = 64 64 lattices used here. We note that all of the aura matrices are becoming anti-tridiagonal. For the positive bonding parameters, they become tridiagonal. In another paper 30], the authors establish more precisely the conditions under which this behavior occurs. The tridiagonal aura matrices are shown in Figure 8 . The diagonal dominance of co-occurrence matrices has long been understood to relate to pattern \clumpiness " 16] . Here the aura self-measures give a quantitative measure of this patterning.
From the aura-based analysis and simulations, it appears that the patterns generated by Cross and Jain 3] which they said had \converged" much sooner than these, were not actually near their minimum energy states. Instead, they were still changing, albeit slowly, and approaching patterns such as we have shown. How far a given pattern is from its ground state is still an interesting question. We have begun investigating the ability of the aura to represent this \distance" by examining its trace during the energy minimization. The trace can be shown to grow linearly with the number of gray levels 30]. For higher order neighborhoods the matrices tend to become tridiagonal faster, resulting in a steeper slope of the trace vs. the number of gray levels. For negative parameters, the anti-trace, which is the sum of matrix elements along the anti-diagonal linking the matrix upper right and lower left corners, plays a role similar to that of the trace in the positive parameter case.
Other features of the aura matrix such as entropy, correlation, and bandwidth have also been shown to characterize behaviors of the autobinomial texture, such as sudden changes which are analogous to 
Anisotropic Fields
With the linear formulation of (40) we know that the aura matrices of anisotropic texture patterns will be a sum of the tridiagonal and anti-tridiagonal matrices taken over isotropic subneighborhoods. An example of the superposition of aura matrices in the anisotropic case is shown in Figure 9 . Here, the magnitudes of the bonding parameters are equal, j k j = 1, and the aura matrices over the two subneighborhoods are nearly the re ection of each other. Their sum gives the aura matrix over the anisotropic neighborhood, N.
An important consequence of this linearity is that it reveals constraints on the types of structure that can appear in co-occurrence matrices of these textures, and in turn, on the patterns which can exist in a priori images modeled by the ground states of the GRF. For example, for n = 5, m(0; 2) = m(2; 0) and m(2; 4) = m(4; 2) may be forced to be zero in the ground state. This means that certain gray levels can not occur as neighbors in the ground state textures produced by the model! This can be a serious limitation of this model; it is addressed speci cally elsewhere 30]. Now we consider anisotropy with k of varying magnitude. As the relative magnitudes of the parameters are changed, the relative weights of the miscibilities change as given in (40). In Figure 10 , the parameters are 1 = 1 (horizontal), 2 = 1 (vertical) on the left and 1 = 1, 2 = 2 on the right.
The stronger vertical clustering is apparent on the right. Similarly, Figure 11 has parameters 1 = ?1, 2 = ?1 on the left, and 1 = ?1, 2 = ?2 on the right. Here, the vertical tug is evident from the vertical crystal defects. These result because the repulsion between vertical pairs is stronger than the repulsion between horizontal pairs. An alternate interpretation of this behavior is that the rate of optimization in the vertical direction is twice that in the horizontal direction 32]. Either way, the aura matrix gives both a quantitative and more intuitive characterization of the texture pattern throughout its formation. 
Conclusions
We have introduced a new set-theoretic neighborhood-based framework and shown its application to Gibbs texture modeling. The framework has also been applied to establishing relationships between the GRF, co-occurrences, and morphological dilation. The basic tools are the \aura set" which describes the relative presence of a set A in the neighborhood of another set B, and the measure of this set, the \aura measure." The latter provides a generalization of co-occurrence statistics to any neighborhood system and any sampling lattice. Moreover, the aura measure yields a new interpretation of co-occurrences as gray-level set boundaries that can be related to physical intuition about the mixing and separation of multiphase uids.
When the aura measures are considered together for all gray levels, they de ne an \aura matrix" that generalizes the co-occurrence matrix. We have described how various histogram and lattice assumptions introduce constraints on the coe cients of the aura matrix and hence also on those of the co-occurrence matrix. It has also been discussed how the aura formulation of the GRF assists one in predicting the more probable (lower energy) patterns of the Gibbs model. The results obtained in this paper allow us to make the following conclusions:
(a) The nonlinear Gibbs energy can be rewritten as a linear combination of co-occurrence measures over the Markov neighborhood. (b) The linear form of the Gibbs energy allows the texture patterns to be both mathematically and intuitively characterized by the amount of mixing and separation between gray levels. (c) The aura measure formulation of the Gibbs energy, which holds for any number of gray levels or neighborhood order, generalizes the \boundary length optimization" property of the (binary, rst-order) Ising model. (d) During the synthesis of texture the lattice geometry and Metropolis exchange algorithm enforce constraints on the matrix of aura measures, and hence on the co-occurrences. These constraints suggest that the co-occurrences may be a useful tool for measuring distance of the GRF from its minimum energy con guration. (e) Though the GRF as studied here is a local interaction model, a linear combination of cooccurrence matrices over the GRF neighborhood also contains information about global interactions between gray-level sets. These global interactions result in a large scale structure that is not obvious from the GRF bonding parameters alone.
Even though we are still in the process of exploring the set theoretic framework for texture analysis and prediction, we feel that the work presented in this paper has already con rmed Besag's observation that we quote from his seminal paper 1]:
Incidentally, the fact that a scheme is formally described as \locally interactive" does not imply that the patterns it produces are local in nature (cf. the extreme case of long-range order in the Ising model). (60) Combining (60) with a similar equality for the primed sets gives (58).
The rst equality in the proposition can be construed as an aura conservation principle: when two disjoint sets exchange elements, the sum of their aura measures is conserved. Note that the neighborhood structure in these results could be arbitrary.
Also, consider the special case where A s = A, B s = B, and jAj = jBj. In this case, the two sets have completely exchanged places, and the aura conservation still holds. One could say that the lattice was \re-colored" by exchanging the colors of sets A and B.
The above results are valid for an arbitrary nite lattice. From now on, we need our usual assumption that that the nite lattice is rectangular with periodic boundary conditions. The neighborhoods of the lattice are assumed to be the translates of a structuring element N.
The previous proposition was for disjoint sets A and B. 
If jAj and jBj are constant and nonzero, then as the self measures increase, the cross measures decrease, and vice versa. This behavior corresponds to our intuition: as set A clumps 6 , and set B clumps, they separate themselves from each other. Because of our assumption of a connected lattice, as long as both A and B are present, there will also be some lower bound for m(A; B) due to geometric constraints in the plane.
Example 21 Consider the binary case with four nearest neighbors, where the colors clump into two regions on an N N lattice. The boundary between the two regions will be as straight as possible, attaining in the limit a minimum length m(A; B) = 2N. Note that if we did not assume a periodic boundary, then the minimum length m(A; B) = N, since the regions would no longer share an edge along the lattice boundary.
Examples of these minimum bounds, as well as images which illustrate these geometric constraints are provided in 30] where auras are applied to the study of the ground states of the Gibbs energy used in texture modeling.
G Generalized Isoperimetric Problem
Using a graph-theoretic point of view, (34) can be interpreted as a generalized isoperimetric problem.
Following 9], we denote by e(H; G) the edge boundary of a subgraph H in a graph G. An isoperimetric problem consists in nding e(p; G) = minfe(H; G) such that jHj = pg:
If we think of the gray-level sets as subgraphs of the lattice graphs, then the uniform histogram constraint imposes a cardinality constraint similar to the one imposed in the isoperimetric problem. Moreover, we have seen in Section 3 that the aura measure is a generalization of the subgraph edge boundary. The cost function of (34) is a weighted sum of these generalized \edge boundaries," and therefore its minimization under the uniform histogram constraint can be construed as a generalized isoperimetric problem in the sense of 9]. These relations may make it possible to consider some network tra c and graph problems as problems in \pattern control".
